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At the heart of why most investors hold bonds in their portfolio, either
directly or through a fund / ETF, is diversification. It certainly isn’t cashflow
anymore, given equities yield more than many bonds and equity dividends
enjoy better tax treatment. The market gyrations of holding 100% equity is
simply too great for most and combining some bonds reduced the overall
portfolio volatility. This diversification, of adding various asset classes, is at
the heart of modern portfolio theory and how most portfolios have been
constructed.
There is no denying the data in chart 1. From 1950 to present, adding a
Canadian bond allocation to a portfolio comprised of Canadian and Global
equities reduced the frequency of negative returns over various holding
periods. In fact, a portfolio comprised of 60% equity and 40% bonds has not
experienced a negative 5-year return period over the past 70 years. We
acknowledge this is a simplification using index data, no tax and no
transaction costs. Still, the diversification benefits of bonds appear very
compelling.
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Chart 1: Adding bonds has reduced the frequency of
negative returns
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A balanced 60/40 portfolio has delivered an 8.4% annualized return over the
past 5-years. That is below the 11.9% from an all-equity portfolio but a much
smoother experience with less chances of making an emotional allocation
mistake. So why so much disdain over bonds and the traditional 60/40
portfolio of late? We believe two reasons: forward return expectations and
correlations.
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There is a silver lining to this. Unlike equities and
many other asset classes, a price decline due to
rising yields naturally increases the future expected
return of bonds. Because yields are now higher.
Bad news today is good news for bonds down the
road. For example, the strong performance of
bonds in the 1st half of 2020 till the summer
(+7.4%), was the precursor for the bad news of
late.
While we are not in the camp saying the near term
upward move in yields is over (latest Investor
Strategy HERE), these higher yields are and will
gradually become more interesting. But don’t
forget, most bond allocations are primarily tasked
with reducing overall portfolio volatility, which
brings up correlations.

Chart 2: Equity to Bond
correlations have become strongly
positive
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Forecasting forward market returns is challenging
to say the least. But for bonds forecasting return
expectations are relatively easier than that of other
asset classes. Temporarily ignoring corporate
defaults or credit spread changes, the return for
bonds boils down mainly to the current yield and
changes in prevailing yields. Of course, this is the
issue of late as bond yields were very low
following the pandemic-driven recession and
global government bond buying activity. The
return expectations were very low if not negative.
Over the past six months, we have seen yields
rising and inflation expectations rising, putting
downward pressure on the performance of bonds.
Year-to-date, Canadian bonds are down about 6%. Not a pleasant development for the portion
of your portfolio designed to provide stability.

average from 2016-2019 and has since become
positive in 2020+. Does this mean bonds are not a
useful diversification ingredient for portfolios in
today’s environment? Not so fast.

3-yr rolling correlation

What Bonds Can Deliver – Return
Expectations

Chart 3 is a scatter plot of all monthly returns for
Canadian bonds and Canadian equities since 1950.
Looks just like a random pile of dots spread out
more horizontally than vertically, no? That’s
because the variance of monthly returns is much
greater for equities than bonds. Importantly, the
cluster is not diagonal from the bottom left to the
top right. That would be a poor diversification
investment. Chart 4 is the same data but only
months when the 3-year rolling correlation
between equities and bonds was positive. It’s a
similar distribution, which means there is still
diversification benefits to bonds.
Chart 3: Monthly bond & equity
returns since 1950

Correlations – have turned positive
For an asset or investment to provide
diversification when added to a portfolio, the
correlation has to be less than 1. And the further
the correlation is below 1 (idealy into negative
territory) the better. This raises another concern
for bond allocations of late, as the equity to bond
correlation has be become positive (chart 2). The
negative correlation from 2002-2015 was a great
time for bonds as a diversification tool. The
rolling correlation moved back to the historical
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Chart 4: Monthly bond & equity
returns when rolling correlations are
positive

Chart 5: When equity markets fall, the
diversification benefit of bonds returns
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Even more important, during periods when
equities and bonds were positively correlated and
one could be doubting the diversification benefits
of bonds, this positive correlation weakened in
months when the equity market fell. This is critical
because those are the months that you want,
maybe need, those diversification benefits of
bonds (chart 5).

Investment Implications
We would certainly concede that currently the
outlook for bonds remains poor as yields appear
poised to climb further. But after two months of
such activity, the forward returns for bonds are
starting to rise. Not enough to get excited about,
but they’re improving, nonetheless (we remain
focused on being short duration). And while we
would encourage adopting different diversification
tools for volatility management, when the “you
know what” hits the fan, bonds have a long
history of delivering that stability. Even in
environments with upward trending yields.
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Charts are sourced to Bloomberg L.P. unless otherwise noted.
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